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This paper presents a general and fully dynamic embodied artificial neural system, which
incrementally explores and learns motor behaviors through an integrated combination of
chaotic search and reflex learning. The former uses adaptive bifurcation to exploit the
intrinsic chaotic dynamics arising from neuro-body-environment interactions, while the lat-
ter is based around proprioceptor adaptation. The overall iterative search process formed
from this combination is shown to have a close relationship to evolutionary methods. The
architecture developed here allows realtime goal-directed exploration and learning of the
possible motor patterns (e.g., for locomotion) of embodied systems of arbitrary morphol-
ogy. Examples of its successful application to a simple biomechanical model, a simulated
swimming robot, and a simulated quadruped robot are given.The tractability of the biome-
chanical systems allows detailed analysis of the overall dynamics of the search process.
This analysis sheds light on the strong parallels with evolutionary search.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In nature, living systems are imbued with multiple, interacting
mechanisms for self-regulation and adaptation. The ability to
adapt at multiple levels is crucial to survival by enabling con-
tinuous, sophisticated, integrated mechanisms for development,
learning, repair, and growth. Adaptation is fundamental to life and
is at the heart of intelligent behavior. However, our understand-
ing of the fundamental processes underlying such adaptation is
still limited. In recent years, cognitive science has taught us to
acknowledge the embodied nature of life in understanding adap-
tive behavior (Wheeler, 2005; Pfeifer and Bongard, 2007). This
means that some of the most important mechanism of adaptation
are best understood in terms of their relation to the dynamic inter-
actions between environment, body, and “internal processing,”
where the latter might refer to a nervous system, a set of interact-
ing chemical reactions, or both (McGregor et al., 2012); in higher
animals, we tend to use the shorthand of brain-body-environment
interactions.
This greater appreciation of the importance of framing behav-
ior in terms of brain-body-environment interactions has trans-
ferred to robotics and AI, directly leading to efforts to exploit
various ready-made functionalities provided by the intrinsic prop-
erties of embodied systems (Pfeifer and Iida, 2004). A recent strand
of work has built on the growing body of observations of chaotic
dynamics in the nervous system, which suggests that such intrin-
sic dynamics can underpin crucial periods in animal development
when brain-body-environment dynamics are explored in a spon-
taneous way as part of the process of acquiring motor skills. This
led to a number of roboticists investigating the exploitation of
intrinsic chaotic dynamics to develop locomotion systems for
articulated autonomous robots (Kuniyoshi and Suzuki, 2004; Ste-
ingrube et al., 2010). It was demonstrated that chaotic dynamics
emerging spontaneously from interactions between neural cir-
cuitry, bodies, and environments can be used to power a kind
of search process enabling an embodied system to explore its own
possible motor behaviors. Shim and Husbands (2012) advanced
the method by showing, for the first time, how to harness chaos
in a general goal-directed way such that desired adaptive senso-
rimotor behaviors can be explored, captured, and learned. They
developed a general and fully dynamic embodied neural system,
which exploits chaotic search through adaptive bifurcation, for
the real-time goal-directed exploration and learning of the pos-
sible locomotion patterns of an articulated robot of an arbitrary
morphology in an unknown environment.
This paper focuses on a new, extended version of the original
architecture introduced in Shim and Husbands (2012), which now
allows the iterative use of embodied chaotic exploration through
the addition of proprioceptor adaptation. It is shown how the
overall search process for this new architecture has a close rela-
tionship to evolutionary methods: it involves a kind of replication
with variation of the whole phase space of the system (embodying
a population of motor behavior attractors), with a bias toward pre-
serving both the more stable and fitter regions (a kind of selective
force). This work demonstrates how the integrated interaction of a
number of adaptive processes, with a sophisticated search process
at the core, can be used to address one of the great general chal-
lenges of embodied AI: the autonomous learning of goal-directed,
self-organized complex behaviors.
Eiben has recently outlined three grand challenges for evo-
lutionary robotics (Eiben, 2014). The second of these calls for
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robots that evolve in real-time and real space. If such robots
are to evolve behavioral capabilities in an open-ended way, they
must, like biological systems, develop multiple levels of somatic
adaptation and self-regulation in order to deal with noise, vari-
ation, and degradation, in order to learn to cope with new and
unexpected situations, and in order to move toward general
intelligent behavior. The work presented in this paper gives an
indication of some of the kinds of mechanisms that might be
involved in achieving that goal. By drawing out the analogies
between evolution and our iterative, real-time, on-board process,
it also point toward possible intrinsic mechanisms that might be
involved in creating Darwinian processes that could continually
run within the nervous systems of future robots (Fernando et al.,
2012).
After providing further background in the next section, this
paper presents the materials and methods used in the research,
followed by the results of a number of experiments with the archi-
tecture developed in this work. The paper closes with a discussion
of the results, pointing out the parallels with evolutionary meth-
ods, and suggests possible future directions. Analysis focuses on a
simple biomechanical model whose tractability allows a detailed
portrait of the overall dynamics and properties of the exploration
and learning processes.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. CHAOS IN THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
There is a growing body of observations of intrinsic chaotic
dynamics in the nervous system (Guevara et al., 1983; Rapp et al.,
1985; Freeman and Viana Di Prisco, 1986; Wright and Liley, 1996;
Terman and Rubin, 2007). Some studies indicate such dynam-
ics in animal motor behaviors at both the neural level (Rapp
et al., 1985; Terman and Rubin, 2007) and at the level of body
and limb movement (Riley and Turvey, 2002). These seem par-
ticularly prevalent during developmental and learning phases
(e.g., when learning to coordinate limbs) (Ohgi et al., 2008).
The existence of such dynamics in both normal and pathologi-
cal brain states, at both global and microscopic scales (Wright and
Liley, 1996), and in a variety of animals, supports the idea that
chaos plays a fundamental role in neural mechanisms (Skarda
and Freeman, 1987; Kuniyoshi and Sangawa, 2006). Although
the functional roles of chaotic dynamics in the nervous system
are far from understood, a number of intriguing proposals have
been put forward. Freeman and colleagues have hypothesized that
chaotic background states in the rabbit olfactory system pro-
vide the system with continued open-endedness and readiness
to respond to completely novel as well as familiar input, without
the requirements for an exhaustive memory search (Skarda and
Freeman, 1987). Kuniyoshi and Sangawa (2006) made the impor-
tant suggestion that chaotic dynamics underpin crucial periods
in animal development when brain-body-environment dynam-
ics are explored in a spontaneous way as part of the process
of acquiring motor skills. Recent robotics studies have demon-
strated that chaotic neural networks can indeed power the self-
exploration of brain-body-environment dynamics in an embod-
ied system, discovering stable patterns that can be incorporated
into motor behaviors (Kuniyoshi and Suzuki, 2004; Kinjo et al.,
2008; Pitti et al., 2010). As indicated in the previous section, this
work has been fundamentally extended to allow goal-directed
(fitness-directed) search (Shim and Husbands, 2010; Shim and
Husbands, 2012).
2.2. EMBODIED GOAL-DIRECTED CHAOTIC EXPLORATION
Conventional optimization and search strategies generally use
random perturbations of the system parameters to search the
space of possible solutions. We have previously developed a new
method which uses the intrinsic chaotic dynamics of the system
to naturally power a search process without the need for external
sources of noise (Shim and Husbands, 2010; Shim and Husbands,
2012). Importantly, it does not require off-line evaluations of
many instances of the system, nor the construction of internal
simulation models or the like – it arises naturally from the inte-
grated and intrinsic dynamics of the system and requires no prior
knowledge of the environment or body morphology. We employed
the concept of chaotic mode transition with external feedback
(Davis, 1990; Aida and Davis, 1994; Davis, 1998), which exploits
the intrinsic chaoticity of the dynamics of a multi-mode system
as a perturbation force to explore multiple synchronized states of
the system, and stabilizes the system dynamics by decreasing its
chaoticity according to a feedback signal that evaluates the system
behavior. In our previous studies of robot locomotion, the coexis-
tence of multiple behaviors arises partly from the fact that neural
elements are only coupled indirectly, through physical embodi-
ment (Kuniyoshi and Sangawa, 2006). The dynamics of neuro-
body-environmental interactions lead to the self-organization of
multiple synchronized states (movements) and the transient coor-
dinated dynamics between them. The chaotic search is driven by an
evaluation signal which measures how well the locomotor behav-
ior of a robot matches the desired criteria (e.g., locomote as fast
as possible). This signal is used to control a bifurcation parame-
ter which alters the chaoticity of the system. During exploration,
the bifurcation parameter continuously drives the system between
stable and chaotic regimes. If the performance reaches the desired
level, the bifurcation parameter decreases to zero and the system
stabilizes. A learning process that acts in tandem with the chaotic
exploration captures and memorizes these high performing motor
patterns by activating and then adapting the connections between
the neural elements.
While this architecture was shown to have many powerful prop-
erties, including the ability to re-adapt after damage or other
changes to the body (Shim and Husbands, 2012), it was not iter-
ative in the sense of evolutionary search. Once the chaotic explo-
ration had found a high fitness attractor and the neural learning
mechanism had kicked in, the process was essentially completed.
If the fitness decreased (e.g., due to damage to the body or signif-
icant changes to the environment), the neural connections were
deactivated and the process started from scratch again, finding a
new attractor to fit the changed circumstances. There was no sense
of gradual changes in the system state space with inheritance of
properties from one stage to the next. The new architecture pre-
sented in this paper dispenses with the inter-neural learning stage,
but instead introduces a mechanism for proprioceptor adaptation
which operates in tandem with the chaotic exploration to allow
an iterative process whereby the system state space is gradually
warped (mutated) until highly fit dynamics are found. This allows
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pathways through state space that would not have been taken by the
original system and hence many additional, fitter attractors now
become accessible to this new version. The details are explained
later in Section 3.
2.3. SPINAL CIRCUIT PROPRIOCEPTOR ADAPTATION
The neural architecture developed in this paper is inspired by the
organization of spinobulbar units in the vertebrate spinal cord
and medulla oblongata (the lower part of the brainstem which
deals with autonomic, rhythmic, involuntary functions). There is
increasing evidence to suggest that the circuits involved in this
area are highly plastic over multiple levels spanning individual
synapses to whole spinal interneurons. It is now widely accepted
that activity-dependent events can shape the locomotor network
during development (Goulding, 2004; Jean-Xavier et al., 2007;
Nishimura et al., 1996). Activity-dependent patterns have also
been shown to be necessary for motor axon guidance (Hanson
and Landmesser, 2004) and for shaping the topology of cutaneous
sensory inputs (Schouenberg, 2004). These and other findings
demonstrate that the spinal motor circuitry is not strictly hard-
wired (as originally believed) but undergoes changes during its
lifetime.
As well as changes during developmental periods, there is strong
evidence that spinal circuit plasticity also occurs as an integral
part of mechanisms underlying reflex and other motor behav-
iors (Dietz, 2003). While reflexes have been shown to play a
fundamental role during locomotion (Grillner and Wallen, 1985;
Cohen et al., 1988; Stein et al., 1997), spinal circuit plasticity
is observed even at the level of the simple reflex arc (Wolpaw
et al., 1983; Wolpaw, 1987). For instance, recordings from cats
suggest that the stretch and cutaneous reflexes are modulated dur-
ing the locomotor cycle (Akazawa et al., 1982; Bronsing et al.,
2005). In this context, adaptive reflexes can be thought of as
mechanisms to coordinate behavior [e.g., involving supraspinal
descending commands which regulate the activity of static and
dynamic gamma motor neurons (Cohen et al., 1988; Prochazka,
2010)]. A recent modeling study (Marques et al., 2014) proposed a
developmental model of human leg hopping that incorporates the
self-organization of reflex circuits by spontaneous muscle twitch-
ing (Petersson et al., 2003) followed by the gain modulation of
those reflexes (proprioceptor adaptation) to generate stable hop-
ping behaviors. Although we use a novel architecture and method,
these strands of work are major inspirations, particularly for the
incorporation of proprioceptor adaptation as a mechanism for
circuit plasticity.
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The overall architecture of the system is illustrated in Figure 1.
The right hand side of the figure shows the overall scheme with
reference to the simple physical system on the left, which uses three
“muscles” acting in concert to move a mass. The neural architec-
ture generalizes and extends that presented in Shim and Husbands
(2012), which was inspired by the organization of spinobulbar
units in the vertebrate spinal cord and the medulla oblongata, and
was itself a generalization of Kuniyoshi and Sangawa (2006). It
incorporates a kind of proprioceptor adaptation as a mechanism
for circuit plasticity. Each degree of freedom of the embodied sys-
tem is controlled by an actuator (muscle) connected to a (alpha)
motor neuron,which integrates descending commands from a cor-
responding central pattern generator (CPG) neuron and propri-
oceptive signals from all actuators/muscles. Each actuator/muscle
conveys three types of proprioceptive signal: one corresponding
to group Ia muscle spindle afferents (signals from sensors) which
measures the rate of change of stretch (or rotation), one corre-
sponding to group II muscle spindle afferents which measures
the degree of stretch (or rotation), and one corresponding to the
signal from the golgi tendon organ (group Ib) providing muscle
force information. The first two of these proprioceptive signals
are fed from all muscles/actuators to each alpha neuron (the red
connections in Figure 1). In addition, each CPG unit is fed by
each of the three proprioceptive signals from its corresponding
muscle/actuator (the blue connections in Figure 1). These are
integrated and modulated by a sensor adaptation module (SAM)
FIGURE 1 | Left: the simple physics model used in some of the later
investigations and right: the overall system architecture. A point mass
is connected by three muscles (M1–M3) that are anchored at three
equidistant positions. Each muscle is driven by an alpha motor neuron
which integrates the descending command from the corresponding CPG
neuron and the proprioceptive group Ia and II afferents (muscle spindles)
from all muscles. CPGs also receive input from muscle spindles and are
additionally fed by golgi tendon organ afferents (group Ib) providing muscle
force information. Proprioceptive signals are integrated and modulated by
a sensor adaptation module (SAM) before being sent to the CPG. An
evaluation signal modulates the global bifurcation parameter of the CPGs,
which drives the system between stable and chaotic regimes. The afferent
weights (red arrows) of the alpha motor neurons are subject to adaptation
which is guided by the evaluation signal. The architecture can be extended
for a physical system of arbitrary degrees of freedom. See text for further
details.
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before being passed to the CPG unit. Each CPG neuron is an
extended Fitzhugh–Nagumo oscillator (Fitzhugh, 1961; Nagumo
et al., 1962). Thus the CPG and alpha neurons receive sensory sig-
nals that integrate information from the body-environment inter-
action dynamics experienced by the system. Hence, as there are
no lateral connections between either the CPG units or the alpha
neurons, any coupling will be indirect, via bodily and environ-
mental interactions. The network of oscillators, coupled through
physical embodiment, has multiple synchronized states (modes)
that reflect the body schema and its interactions with the environ-
ment, each of which can be regarded as a potential candidate for
meaningful motor behavior. The exploration process, powered by
adaptive bifurcation through the feedback evaluation signal, allows
the system to become entrained in these modes, sampling them
until one is found that is stable and high performing. The afferent
weights (red arrows) of the alpha motor neurons are subject to
a form of adaptation which is integrated with the chaotic explo-
ration by being smoothly triggered at the end of each exploration
epoch. This learning process (proprioceptor adaptation) changes
some of the dynamical properties of the embodied system, thus
deforming (mutating) its state space (Figure 2). The new state
space inherits most of the properties of the previous one, but new
potential pathways for the chaotic exploration process have been
opened up, leading to the discovery of new, potentially fitter attrac-
tors. The process then repeats indefinitely or until some stopping
criteria is met. Thus, exploration and learning are merged as a
continuous dynamical process. The architecture can be applied to
a physical system with an arbitrary number of degrees of freedom
(one CPG/alpha/muscle group per degree of freedom).
The method can be interpreted as an iterative, continuous, and
deterministic version of stochastic trial-and-error search, which
exploits the intrinsic chaotic behavior of the system. After describ-
ing the approach in more technical detail, we will demonstrate its
application to two example embodied systems.
3.2. CENTRAL PATTERN GENERATOR AND ADJUSTABLE CHAOTICITY
OF THE EMBODIED SYSTEM
Each alpha neuron is driven by the descending rhythmic sig-
nal generated from a corresponding CPG neuron (xcpg), which
receives only local sensory input from its corresponding mus-
cle (Figure 1). A CPG neuron is modeled as an extended
Fitzhugh–Nagumo [also known as Bonhöffer van der Pol (BVP)]
oscillator (Fitzhugh, 1961; Nagumo et al., 1962), which was
originally a simplification of the full Hodgkin Huxley spiking
model (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952), but its oscillatory membrane
potential is often used for rhythm generation. A CPG neuron i
operates according to the following coupled differential equations:
τ x˙
cpg
i = c
(
xi − x
3
i
3
− yi + z
)
+ δ(Ii(s)− xi) (1)
τ y˙
cpg
i =
1
c
(xi − byi + a)+ εIi(s) (2)
xi = xcpgi + xT , yi = ycpgi + yT (3)
where τ is a time constant, and a= 0.7, b= 0.675, c = 1.75 are the
fixed parameters of the oscillator. The oscillator output is trans-
formed by [xT, yT]= [−0.21387, 0.72019] in order to set the center
of oscillation to the origin for further computational convenience.
δ= 0.013 and ε= 0.022 are the coupling strengths for afferent
input I (s) which is a function of the linear sum of propriocep-
tive sensor output s, processed by the sensor adaptation module
(SAM) (Figure 1). I (s) can be viewed as integrated information
from the interaction dynamics of the muscles, forming indirect
couplings through physical embodiment (Kuniyoshi and Sangawa,
2006). z is the global control parameter for adjusting the chaoticity
of the neuro-physical system. Asai et al. (2003a,b) demonstrated
that changing one of the control parameters of two weakly cou-
pled identical BVP oscillators (breaking symmetry) can produce
various behaviors ranging from stable to chaotic dynamics. Our
system can be regarded in this way by treating a CPG unit and
the rest of the system (the physical system plus all other CPGs)
as a pair of coupled oscillators. Just as with two standard cou-
pled oscillators, a CPG sends information to the rest of system
and receives information from it via I (s). In this way, every CPG
views the rest of system as an identical BVP oscillator, treating
the whole system as two scale-free coupled oscillators. Following
Asai’s findings (Asai et al., 2003a), z is changed in the range [0.41,
0.73] allowing the neuromechanical system to exhibit stable limit
cycles at z = 0.73 whereas z = 0.41 produces maximum chaotic-
ity. All parameters values used were determined after preliminary
experiments to find suitable values which enable the exploration
capability of the system [for further details see Shim and Husbands
(2012)].
For each CPG, the SAM performs homeostatic adaptation (Tur-
rigiano and Nelson, 2004; Turrigiano, 2008) for sensor input by
FIGURE 2 | Overall search dynamics of the method. Chaotic exploration
samples the population of attractors (motor patterns) that describe the
intrinsic dynamics of the embodied system by driving the system orbit
through the state space. The orbit is entrained in a high performing basin of
attraction and the dynamics is further stabilized by proprioceptor adaptation.
This process warps (mutates) the attractor landscape producing a new
landscape that inherits major parts of the structure of the previous state
space. The process repeats.
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calibrating the raw sensor signal s from the corresponding mus-
cle using a linear transformation, which continuously adjusts the
amplitude and offset of the periodic sensor signal in order to emu-
late the CPG output. Since the z of the CPG is varied, the emulated
input I (s) tries to mimic the waveform of the CPG at fixed z = 0.73
as in Asai’s two coupled BVP system. As outlined earlier, s is com-
posed of group Ia and II type afferent signals together with input
from a group Ib type signal, which is modeled as the normalized
tension experienced by the muscle SIb= (k/k0)((l− r)/r) (or its
equivalent for rotational actuators). Observations from biology
suggest that the Ib signal should be weighted more heavily than
the other types (Conway et al., 1987; Pearson et al., 1992; Pearson,
2008). Hence, given raw sensor signal s, the adaptation function
I (s) is:
s = SIb + 0.6(SIa + SII ) (4)
I (s) = (s − s)eA + (s + B) (5)
τhA˙ =
√
pbvp −
√
(I (s)− I (s))2 (6)
τhB˙ = −I (s) (7)
where x represents the low-pass filtered value of x as calculated
from τhdx/dt = −x + x . The raw sensor signal s is linearly
transformed by a multiplicative factor eA and an additive factor
B. A is updated by comparing the difference of the square root
of the temporal average of the squares of the isolated BVP out-
put (pbvp≈ 1.3932 at z = 0.73) and the transformed incoming
signal I (s), which is analogous to the signal energy that reflects
its strength or amplitude. B is updated by the offset deviation of
I (s) from zero. The time scale of adaptation (τ h) should be set
longer than that of the oscillator, normally an order of magni-
tude larger. Again, all parameters values used were either taken
from the literature or determined after preliminary experiments
to find suitable values which enable the exploration capability of
the system. The regulation of sensory activation achieved by this
homeostatic mechanism not only ensures the systematic control
of system chaoticity by the feedback signal, but also ensures that
the neuro-mechanical system maintains a certain level of infor-
mation exchange close to that of a weakly coupled oscillator pair
so that their dynamics are regulated within an appropriate range
to generate flexible yet correlated activities. This enables efficient
chaotic exploration regardless of the physical properties of the
robotic system and the type of sensors.
3.3. PERFORMANCE DRIVEN FEEDBACK BIFURCATION
The evaluation signal is determined by a ratio of the actual per-
formance to the desired performance. The actual performance
E can be any measurable value from the physical system. It
can be defined as, for example, the forward speed of a robot,
the power consumption of a mechanical system, or any hand-
designed metric expressed as a function of physical variables of
the system.
The time course of the bifurcation parameter µ∈ (0, 1) is tied
to the evaluation signal determined by the ratio of the actual
performance to the desired performance, and it is used to control
the CPG parameter z according to:
z = 0.73− 0.32µH (µ− ) (8)
τµµ˙ = −µ+ G(E/Ed), G(x) = 1/(1+ e16x−8) (9)
τd E˙d = −Ed + E , τd = τE (4H (E˙d)+ 1) (10)
where τµ and τ d are time constants and Ed is the desired per-
formance. G(x) implements a decreasing sigmoid function which
maps monotonically from (0, 1): maximally chaotic to (1, 0): stable
regime. The heaviside function H (x) is used in order to ensure z
does not fluctuate unnecessarily in the stable regime of the system
by forcing the influence of the bifurcation parameter to zero when
it is below a small threshold (µ<= 0.001). These two aspects
ensure smooth stabilization. Since the method is intended for use
in the most general case, where the robotic system is arbitrary,
we do not have prior knowledge of what level of performance it
can achieve. Using the concept of a goal setting strategy (Barlas
and Yasarcan, 2006), the dynamics of the desired performance, Ed,
are modeled as a temporal average of the actual performance, such
that the expectation of a desired goal is influenced by the history of
the actual performance experienced. This is captured in the “leaky
integrator” equation for Ed above which encourages as high a per-
formance as possible by dynamically varying Ed with rachet-like
dynamics. The dynamics of the desired performance asymmetri-
cally decays toward the actual performance by differentiating the
decay rate τ d, such that the rate of decrease is set five-fold lower
than the rate of increase. The parameters values and form of func-
tions used were determined after preliminary experiments to find
suitable values.
Concrete examples of E are given later when we describe the
embodied systems used in experiments with the method.
3.4. WEIGHT LEARNING FOR PROPRIOCEPTIVE AFFERENTS
The learning algorithm for the weights of the reflex circuit is
based on the adaptive synchronization learning method of Doya
and Yoshizawa (1992). Learning is activated at each epoch of the
chaotically driven discovery process, once a motor pattern whose
performance exceeds the current expectation has been found. This
is similar to reward-modulated Hebbian, or exploratory Hebbian
learning (Legenstein et al., 2010; Hoerzer et al., 2014). The change
of weight wij of an alpha motor neuron i is given by:
dwij
dt
= η
{
(αi − αi)−
2N∑
k=1
wik(Sk − Sk)
}
(Sj − Sj) (11)
τη
dη
dt
= −η +H ( − µ) (12)
where α is the motor neuron output, S is a proprioceptive input
(see the next section for details of how these are calculated), and x
is the running average of x as calculated from τhdx/dt = −x + x ,
which is used to eliminate any bias effect from the offset of
oscillatory signals so that learning is performed for phase synchro-
nization between the alpha motor neuron and its afferent sum. The
adaptive learning rate η smoothly activates reflex learning when-
ever the system enters the stable regime (when µ<= 0.001)
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by discovering a fit motor pattern. For the full derivation of the
equation (11), see Shim and Husbands (2012).
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The performance and properties of the new systems architec-
ture were investigated with three simulated embodied models.
In the first set of experiments, a minimal biomechanical model
was used – the tractability of this model allowed detailed analy-
sis, including visualizing the way the system’s state space changes
throughout the search process. The second and third set of exper-
iments involved a swimming robot learning to locomote and a
legged robot learning to locomote, respectively; these systems were
simulated using the ODE physics engine (Smith, 1998). These
robot systems provide an indication of how the method trans-
lates to a more practical system involving more complex brain-
body-environment interactions. The main focus of the results and
analysis is on the simple biomechanical model as its tractability
allows a more fundamental understanding of the method at work.
The robot examples are intended more as illustrative case stud-
ies to demonstrate that the method can be applied to a variety of
systems. Full analysis of these system is outside the scope of this
paper and will be the subject of future work, but a sufficiently
detailed analysis of the swimmer example is given to show that the
method operates in a similar way to when applied to the simple
biomechanical system.
4.1. APPLICATION TO A SIMPLE BIOMECHANICAL MODEL
A minimal physical system which is often used to model the
dynamics of a compliant biomechanical system, at an abstract
level, is a non-linear mass-spring network (Hill, 1938; Winters
and Woo, 1990; Johnson et al., 2014). In this work, we chose a sim-
ple two dimensional system which has a single point mass driven
by three simulated muscles which are modeled as spring-damper
complexes (Figure 1, left). The system is chosen for its tractability
and its abstract link to biological actuation, as well as its direct link
to potential linear robot actuators. It has the basic elements of an
(simulated) embodied system acting in the world through actu-
ation and (proprioceptive) sensory feedback. The mathematical
description of the dynamics of a mass connected by N muscles is:
x˙ = v (13)
v˙ = 1
m
N∑
i=1
Fi + Fe(t ) (14)
Fi = (−ki(li − ri)− ci l˙i)ei (15)
where x ∈R2 and v ∈R2 are the position and velocity of a point
mass m. Fi represents the muscle force (with spring and damper
constants k and c) exerted on the mass in the direction of ei which
is the unit vector in the direction of (x− pi), where pi is the posi-
tion vector of the opposite end of the spring (of either another
moving mass or a fixed anchor). li and l˙i are the length and its
derivative of the spring, and ri is the rest length. Fe(t ) is the external
force (if it exists) acting on the mass.
A muscle is actuated by a simple yet biologically relevant model
proposed by Ekeberg (1993), where the motor neuron output lin-
early controls a muscle spring constant (ki). Each motor neuron
output (αi) consists of the corresponding CPG command signal(
x
cpg
i
)
and the weighted sum of the proprioceptive inputs from
the primary and secondary afferents of all muscle spindles, two
per muscle (SIa and SII), according to:
ki = ki0 + tanh(αi) (16)
αi = xcpgi + g
2N∑
p=1
wipSp (17)
Sp =
SIaj = sgn(l˙j)
√
|l˙j |/rj , if p is odd
SIIj = (lj − rj)/rj , if p is even
(18)
j = dp
2
e (19)
where g determines the contribution of proprioceptive input and
ki0 is the reference level of muscle stiffness. j indexes the muscles
and p indexes the afferents (two per muscle, hence the use of the
ceiling operator), N is the total number of muscles. The weights,
representing peripheral feedback strengths, are the instantiation
of the functional effect of spinal circuit plasticity. The approxima-
tion of the primary and secondary afferent from muscle spindles
are modeled using muscle length and its stretching velocity. For
the sake of simplicity, the primary afferents are modeled as the
square root of muscle stretch velocity, and the secondary affer-
ents are modeled using the muscle deformation from its resting
length [similar to Marques et al. (2014)], both in units of muscle
resting length. From the perspective of peripheral weight learning
under periodic movements, as in this study, this allows a com-
pact and convenient description of spindle afferents for dealing
with phase relationship between CPGs, muscles, and peripheral
sensors, because the sensor signals are decomposed into clearly
distinguished phase components (90° phase shift between group
Ia and II signals).
The fixed parameters for the mechanical model were set as:
m= 1, k0= 1, c = 2, ri= 1, and g = 0.1. The initial muscle length
at the equilibrium position of the mass is 1. These values were
chosen after preliminary experiments as they give a wide range of
possible behaviors.
In our simple spring-mass system, the evaluation measure, E,
is defined as a function of the phase relationship between CPG
output signals, which is the theoretical analog of the locomotion
performance of a robot as a function of interlimb phase relation-
ships. The phase relationship of the three muscles used in this work
can be expressed by two variables which are the phase differences
between CPG 1 and 2 (ϕ12), and between 1 and 3 (ϕ13), which are
updated at every moment when CPG 1 crosses its zero phase from
0− to 0+. Thus the performance can be defined over a two dimen-
sional manifold (on a torus, ϕ ∈ [−pi , pi]) by f :(ϕ12, ϕ13) 7→ E,
which can be used to effectively visualize the system behavior on
a 2D performance map. A simple performance landscape P can
be defined by a mixed Gaussian functions on the surface of the
2-torus as follows:
P =
∑
i
mie
−(x2i +y2i )/(2σ 2i ) (20)
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xi = min(2pi − |ϕ12 − x0i |, | ϕ12 − x0i |) (21)
yi = min(2pi − |ϕ13 − y0i |, |ϕ13 − y0i |). (22)
For each individual Gaussian function i, (x0i, y0i) is the mean,
mi is the maximum, and σ 2i is the variance. The actual perfor-
mance E at any time instance is then given by leaky-integrating P
over a short time scale in order to bias higher scores toward longer
residence near that performance.
τe E˙ = −E + P (23)
See Figure 5 for the performance landscape, built from Gaus-
sians, used in this study such that the system is required to perform
non-trivial behavior (the highest peak, with height 1.0, is in the
least stable region). Although abstract, this evaluation measure is
very useful for a detailed analysis and visualization of how the
system works, as will be shown later.
Both the quantitative analyses and qualitative observation of
system behaviors were performed by numerical simulations of the
above model. The time constants for the fast and slow dynam-
ics were set based on the CPG period T≈ 8.1 s. The rest of the
parameters were set to: τ e= τ h= 5T, τ d= 25T, and τµ= τ η =T
[based on previous experience these values were known to give
good results (Shim and Husbands, 2012)]. Both the neural and
physical simulations were integrated using the Runge-Kutta 4th
order method with a step size of 0.001 s. The system is defined
as “stable” or in the “stable regime” when the global bifurcation
parameter is µ< 0.001 (as the parameter increases the system
becomes more ‘unstable’) – all the CPG oscillations are gradu-
ally synchronized to have a certain phase relationship by indi-
rect coupling through physical embodiment. Therefore, the entire
neuromechanical system can be treated as a single autonomous
dynamical system that consists of variables describing the dynam-
ics of both the neural and physical parts. The same parameter
values were used with the simulated robotic models described
later (Section 4.5).
The following sections will mainly focus on the simple bio-
mechanical model because its tractability allows detailed investi-
gation and analysis giving useful insights into the properties of
the overall approach. We first study how the initial unadapted
system behaves from a dynamical systems perspective through
which the system behaviors can be described and visualized in
terms of the phase relationships of each oscillating degree of
freedom. Various analyses are applied to describe the chaotic
exploration process, followed by comparisons between the basic
(no reflex learning) system and the system with reflex learning.
The results are then extended to the locomotion of the simulated
robotic systems, which includes interactions between the body and
environmental forces.
4.2. ATTRACTOR LANDSCAPE OF THE SIMPLE BIOMECHANICAL
SYSTEM
As each CPG is physically disconnected and is weakly excited only
by its corresponding local afferent inputs, there is no significant
deformation of the shape of the CPG limit cycle. The motion of
the mass is driven by the damped spring muscles which are in
turn driven by the corresponding CPGs, and the slow adaptive
variables change passively due to these fast dynamics. Thus, as
mentioned earlier, the behavior of our simple mass spring system
can be represented by the phase relationships of the three CPG
output signals at any time instance using two phase differences;
i.e., based on CPG 1, the phase differences between CPG 1 and
2 (ϕ12), and between CPG 1 and 3 (ϕ13). This allows a partic-
ular coordinated motion of the neuromechanical system to be
expressed on the two dimensional manifold of a 2-torus, where
each axis on the surface represents the phase difference in the range
[−pi , pi] (Figure 3). In this phase space, a particular synchronized
oscillation of the system in a stable regime, after persisting for a
sufficient duration, is shown as a point attractor whose neighbors
converge to that point. The system in a stable regime can exhibit
multi-period dynamics which is expressed as multiple points on
the phase space. Other non-stationary dynamics in the system
correspond to unstable regimes (or exploration regimes, where
µ> 0.001) which can exhibit quasiperiodic dynamics expressed as
a continuous line traces, and chaotic dynamics shown as scattered
points (see Figure 3). In the space between the stable attractors
in the stable regime of the system, there are various transient
dynamics which the system undergoes before being entrained
to the attractors. These transient states have different speeds of
approach at different locations on the phase space, which rep-
resent the various stabilities of the transient phase relationships.
Thus by representing the system like this, in terms of phase differ-
ences, it can be treated as a discrete dynamical system whose orbit
is expressed as the time varying trace of a point on the phase space
thus created.
Figure 4 shows the numerically generated attractor landscape
of the “basic” system in the stable regime where the reflex weights
are homosynaptically set to 1, meaning each alpha motor neuron
receives its proprioceptive afferents only from the corresponding
muscle with a unit strength (wij= 1 if (j− 1)div2= (i− 1) else
wij= 0). Figure 4A is generated by plotting the phases of CPG 2
and 3 whenever CPG 1 completes its revolution. Independent sim-
ulations were started from uniformly spaced 20× 20 inital points
on the phase space with small random deviations (ξ = 0.01), each
of which was run for more than 300 revolutions. The system has
two stable point attractors at points (-2.87, 1.09) and (1.09, -2.87),
which correspond to circular motions of the mass in opposite
directions. The basins of these attractors occupy corresponding
phase sub-spaces divided by unstable invariant sets, which are the
heteroclinic connection between the unstable point (0, 0) and sad-
dle point [≈(2.2, 2.2)]. The stability map of the phase space includ-
ing other transient dynamics is visualized by color coded densities
for each binned location (Figure 4B). As well as the two stable
patterns, some relatively stable transient dynamics (i.e., dynam-
ics which are relatively persistent, only changing slowly – which
we refer to as “effective attractors”) are also regarded as candidate
solutions for useful patterns. These slowly varying patterns can
be easily captured and memorized by an external learning process
(Shim and Husbands, 2012), because these patterns are sustained
long enough to be used as the supervising signals for a learner.
The attractor landscape of the basic system reveals that a few
groups of effective attractors are distributed symmetrically over
the phase space. In order to perform a simple analysis of the
statistics of the exploration behavior of system, we consider four
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FIGURE 3 | Poincaré maps for the phase evolution of the system
with different chaoticities. The relative phases of CPG 2 and 3 were
plotted [in the range (0, 2pi ) rad] when CPG 1 crosses zero phase. Over
most of the range of the bifurcation parameter µ the system has two
stable patterns (with small variations) as shown in the attractor
landscape in Figure 5 (red region near B and C). Near the maximum
value of µ the attractors start to lose their stability and are eventually
merged into a chaotic dynamics. The two coexisting weakly chaotic
attractors can be seen in some narrow region near µ=0.96, which is
reminiscent of the crisis-type route to chaos.
A B
FIGURE 4 | (A) Attractor landscape of the basic system in the stable
regime where the reflex weights are homosynaptically set to 1. The
diagram shows phase relationships between two different sets of CPGs
for the simple biomechanical model. Each axis represents the phase
difference between the outputs of CPGs 1–2 and 1–3. See text for
further details. (B) Stability landscapes (2D histogram) for same: pixel
colors represent the density of pattern appearance (visit duration). Colors
are coded from blue (low density) to red (high), and black represents zero
appearance due to the limited simulation time and the finite number of
initial points.
different regions in phase space located in each quadrant, where
the three quadrants (1st, 2nd, and 4th) have highly stable group of
patterns (near the red points) and one quadrant (3rd) has patterns
with the lowest stability. The total durations of the system orbit in
each quadrant was counted for 400 runs as shown in the bar graph
in Figure 5, which clearly shows how long the system stays within
each quadrant. In order to perform chaotic exploration through
performance driven bifurcation, the performance of each point
on the phase space was defined by four gaussian hills [equations
(20–22)], whose peaks are located at the specified mean locations
in each quadrant (A–D). This performance map is designed such
that the quadrant containing the most unstable pattern group (A)
has the highest performance; thus, the goal of exploration is to visit
and stay in the higher performing area as long (often) as possible
despite of its low stability which counteracts the approach of the
system orbit to that area. This makes the overall required behavior
suitably challenging.
4.3. DRIVING THE SYSTEM ORBIT THROUGH ADAPTIVE BIFURCATION
The stable dynamics of the system begins to fluctuate as the global
bifurcation parameter µ increases, exhibiting a series of dynamics
from quasiperiodicity to chaos (Figure 3). While two coupled BVP
oscillators always exhibit non-stationary dynamics for the entire
positive range of µ> 0, the embodimentally coupled neurome-
chanical systems shows stronger synchronization of CPGs, such
that over most of the range of the bifurcation parameter µ, two
stable patterns are evident (with a small variations), as in the sta-
ble regime (stable behaviors as in Figure 4). Near the maximum
value of µ each of the stable attractors start to lose their stability
and exhibit a series of non-stationary dynamics from quasiperi-
odic to chaos until they are eventually merged to create a single
chaotic dynamics, which relates to the crisis-type route to chaos. In
the higher chaotic regime, the complex transitory dynamics drives
the system such that it briskly wanders around phase space: thus
providing the mechanism powering exploration.
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FIGURE 5 | Assignment of performance on the initial (basic)
landscape (leftmost). The performance map (rightmost) is generated by
mixed Gaussian functions (of variance σ 2 =0.4) whose mean positions
are A:(-1.4, -1.3), B:(-1.9, 1.5), C:(1.5, -1.9), and D:(1.8, 1.8). The middle
image shows the statistics of the visit durations in each of the four
phase regions. The height of each bar is simply the total sum of the
values at all points in each quadrant of the basic landscape, which
represents the average stability of the corresponding quadrant. Note this
is not the result of chaotic search, but it is just a simplified quantification
of the basic landscape shown in Figure 4. These four bars effectively
describe how long and how often the system orbit stays around each of
the four search positions defined by the performance map (A,B,C,D)
when chaotic exploration is enabled. The performance map was defined
such that the pattern in the least stable region A has the highest score
(peak value of 1.0). The other three peak performances were set to:
B=0.8, C=0.6, D=0.4.
FIGURE 6 | Chaotic jump between attractors. (Left) An example of chaotic
exploration is shown in (ϕ12, ϕ13, µ) space, and (right) the time course of
performance (E ) and desired performance (Ed) is shown with the global
bifurcation parameter (µ). The system orbit jumps from the stable regimes
near pattern B to pattern C, where the complete approach to be near pattern
D failed due to the insufficient level of E /Ed.
During exploration, the bifurcation parameter is controlled by
the performance evaluation according to equations (8–10), which
continuously drives the system between stable and chaotic regimes.
Figure 6 shows a visualization of a couple of example epochs of
chaotic search by feedback driven bifurcation. The continuous
exploration behavior of the system is clearly seen as a series of
jumps from one phase region to another according to the ratio
of the actual to desired evaluation signals. When the actual per-
formance becomes higher than the desired performance within a
small tolerance , the system is regarded as having discovered a pat-
tern and it stabilizes the orbit by setting the control parameterµ to
zero. If the discovered pattern is stable, the system yields a station-
ary state without further exploration, where the ratio of actual
performance to desired performance balances at slightly above
unity with a small sub-tolerant fluctuation (Shim and Husbands,
2010; Shim and Husbands, 2012). However, in order to investigate
the statistics of the long term behavior of the exploration process,
the performance map is designed such that the stable patterns
do not have high performance, making it extremely hard for the
system to settle in a stationary state, forcing it to continuously
explore and visit the four transient patterns (Figure 5). Thus, after
the system enters the stable regime by visiting a transient pattern,
the performance will gradually decrease as the system orbit drifts
away from the pattern; this triggers the resumption of exploration
(making the system leave the stable regime) by the destabilization
of the system through changes to µ.
By running the chaotic exploration for a sufficient amount of
time, an analysis was generated of how the basic system explores
and becomes entrained to each group of patterns, as illustrated in
Figures 7A–C. The simulation was run for more than 1.2× 105
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oscillation periods and the visits of the system to each quadrant
was counted, which represents the visits to the regions occupied
by each pattern. The visited locations on the phase space in the
stable regime shows that feedback driven exploration found a
variety of transient patterns wherever a reasonable density of pat-
terns exists. Since the slow dynamics of the desired performance
Ed decays asymmetrically (rate of decrease is lower than rate of
increase), the system is biased toward the higher performing pat-
terns. The exploration bias is also influenced by the stability of
patterns and the relative differences of their performances. The
exploration process’s visit duration in each region (Figure 7B)
shows that the duration in region A (which has the highest per-
formances) exceeded that of pattern D despite its low stability (as
in Figure 5 middle), although the two most stable patterns (pat-
terns B and C) still dominate the total residence time. However,
the visit frequencies (count) regardless of the duration of each
visit (Figure 7C) reveal that the pattern A is most frequently vis-
ited followed by patterns B–D, which is the exact order of their
performance level. These results demonstrate that the chaotic
exploration process acts as intended with the new architecture.
The next section describes the improved exploration process pro-
duced by incorporating reflex learning into an iterative version of
the method. Here the system not only visits and stays longer in
the higher performing patterns, but also enables visits to a wider
variety of patterns by adaptively deforming the stability landscape
of phase space.
4.4. EXPLORATION WITH REFLEX LEARNING
To address the effect of reflex learning, we first investigate how the
attractor landscape of the simple biomechanical embodied system
is deformed by changing the weight strengths of proprioceptive
afferents. Starting from the attractor landscape of the basic system
(unit weights), a pattern is selected by either manually stabilizing
the transient dynamics or choosing one of the stable dynamics
by spontaneous entrainment. After the system is stabilized, the
phase locked oscillations between alpha motor neurons and mus-
cle sensors are used as the target pattern for the reflex learning,
which tries to maintain the selected coordinated dynamics. The
fixation of system is achieved by disconnecting all sensor inputs to
CPGs, so that the phase differences between CPGs are anchored
without further drift. This forcibly stabilizes the movement of
the entire neuromechanical system, hence fixing the phase rela-
tionship between the alpha motor neurons and muscle sensors.
Reflex learning is enabled as in equation (11), and is run until
either all weights are converged or a certain time limit is reached.
Using the newly obtained reflex weights, the inputs to CPGs are
re-enabled (in case of manual fixation), and the new (deformed)
attractor landscape is generated by the same method as in Figure 4.
This procedure is repeated to generate a sequence of landscapes as
shown in Figure 8.
The figure shows two different sequences starting from two ini-
tally selected patterns (indicated by arrows in Figure 8S), one is
from a stable pattern by spontaneous entrainment (white arrow)
and the other is from a manually fixed transient pattern (red
arrow). The first sequence (A1–A2) was started from the highest
performing pattern (pattern A in Figure 5, manually selected) in
order to see whether the deformation of the landscape is positively
influenced by the selection of the desired pattern, whereas the
second sequence (B1–B5) was started from a randomly entrained
stable pattern. The experiment shows that learning for a specific
unstable pattern has little immediate effect on increase in stability
of the region near that pattern. Even if we know in advance the
location of a high performing attractor, forcibly applying reflex
learning directly toward that attractor gives us little immediate
help in stabilizing the region near that attractor if its location
is unstable. Rather, a more promising way to reach the unstable
high performing region is to follow a less direct “natural path”
by learning for naturally emerging attractors which are stable.
The latter sequence (B1 to B3) is of this kind, because it involves
learning for sub-optimal but naturally selected patterns resulted in
more stabilization of the desired region as the state space is grad-
ually changed by the learning process. Both learning sequences
show that the reflex learning creates/deforms the stable regions
(attractor basins) while it generally preserves the regions near
the previously selected patterns if the previous pattern is stable
enough. This shows that over the course of landscape deforma-
tion by learning, the more stable regions survive longer in the
consecutive landscapes, there being more chance of discovery of
similar patterns near that region by the exploration process. There-
fore, the exploration-learning procedure also promotes the search
of patterns which have better stability and higher performance,
naturally opening up new, sometimes circuitous, routes to higher
performance regions. Hence the reflex learning process can be
thought of as a kind of replication with variation of the whole
phase space with a bias toward preserving both the more sta-
ble and fitter regions. As will be discussed later, this means that
the dynamics of the overall iterated exploration-learning process
begins to have much in common with evolutionary search.
During exploration, reflex learning is adaptively enabled by
equation (12). Whenever the system enters a stable regime by pat-
tern discovery, the reflex weights are learnt so as to achieve the
synchronization of alpha motor activity and proprioceptive input
signals – a process which tries to sustain the currently discovered
pattern. If the visited pattern is transient, the system returns to the
exploration regime due to the degeneration of the evaluation sig-
nal, and the learning is disabled. Exploration is resumed on the new
landscape modified by the previously learnt reflex circuit. Since
the performance map was previously defined such that the system
only visits transient patterns, the system with reflex learning also
continuously alternates between the stable regime and exploration
regime, and the statistics of long term exploration behavior were
analyzed for this version of the system. Figure 7 shows the compar-
ison of the exploration processes without (A–C) and with (D–F)
reflex learning. The visit duration statistics show that the system
with reflex learning stays longer in the desired region (higher per-
forming but initially having low stability), which means that the
system orbit has overcome the instability of the desired patterns
by actively changing the attractor landscape of the phase space by
learning. By the adaptive deformation of the attractor landscape,
the system is able to visit new patterns which were hard, or even
impossible, to reach in the previous landscape. The deformation
of the attractor landscape can be interpreted as the creation of new
attractors and the destruction of existing ones, driven by chaotic
dynamics.
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A B C
D E F
FIGURE 7 | Statistics of pattern search by chaotic exploration
without (A–C) and with (D–F) reflex learning (both simulations
are run for 12,000 CPG periods). (A,D) Visited points are plotted on
the phase space whenever the system is in the stable regime (i.e.,
when the global bifurcation parameter is µ<0.001). (B,E) Total visit
durations near each pattern in units of CPG revolution, i.e., the
number of points in each quadrant in (A,D). (C,F) The number of visits
to each region. Visiting events are counted only when the system
entered into the stable regime from the exploration regime (increase
count whenever µ falls below 0.001). (Bottom row) Histograms of
visit count vs performance. The appearance of performance values
are calculated using a bin size of 0.2.
Both systems show that the visit count of the desired region
A is the highest among the four regions due to the exploration
bias toward higher performance. Higher performing patterns tend
to be more visited because of the use of slowly decaying desired
performance (Ed, the performance threshold in order to enter the
stable regime). For example, if Ed goes higher than 0.8 (peak score
of region B) due to the previous discovery of the pattern in region
A (peak score 1.0), approaching only the patterns in region A,
whose performance is higher than 0.8, can stabilize the system
until Ed falls lower than 0.8. Thus, only the patterns whose per-
formances are higher than the current value of Ed have a chance
to be visited, which gives a higher probability to the visit of higher
performing patterns. Given the total simulation time for both sys-
tem, the system with learning stays longer at each visit than the
basic system, so its total visit count within a specified simulation
duration is lower. Nonetheless, the visit counts figures show that
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FIGURE 8 | Deformation of attractor landscape by reflex learning.
Starting from the basic system (S), the reflex circuit is learnt (until the
full convergence of weights) for the selected patterns (which are
indicated by red and white arrows) on the current landscape to
generate a deformed landscape. This procedure (select-learn-deform) is
repeated for the consecutive landscapes. Except the red arrow on S
(intentionally fixed to the highest performing pattern), only the stable
patterns were selected on the corresponding landscapes, i.e., one of
the red colored regions which is found by running the system for
sufficient duration. Two example sequences of landscape deformations
are shown: S-A1-A2 (indicated by patterns with red arrows) and
S-B1-B2-B3-B4-B5 (white arrows).
the system with learning still visited region A more often than
the basic system. The performance histograms also show that
exploration with learning visited the highest performing patterns
(E& 0.9) which could not be accessed at all by the basic system.
This indicates that the learning system can explore a wider variety
of patterns with greater stability by employing adaptive landscape
deformation.
Figure 9 shows color coded plots which allow us to visualize the
performance levels of the visited patterns of the basic (A–C) and
learning (D–F) system. The residence of the system in each region
(A, D) shows that the system with learning has a greater density of
points in the highest performing region (3rd quadrant). Studying
the visited points with maximum performance in each visit (C, F)
also shows that the system with reflex learning discovered higher
performing patterns than those that could be reached by the basic
system.
Together these results demonstrate the power of the inte-
grated use of the two adaptive processes (chaotic exploration,
reflex learning) to iteratively deform the state space toward the
most amenable dynamics for finding and persisting with high
performance behavior.
4.5. EXPERIMENTS WITH SIMULATED ROBOTIC SYSTEMS
The results described above were extended to the generation
of locomotion behavior in two simulated robotic systems in
order to see the effect of exploration with reflex learning in
a more practical situation which addresses embodied behavior
through neuro-body-environmental interaction. Robotic systems
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with and without reflex learning were both able to readily find high
performing patterns that provided efficient locomotion motion
through appropriate coordination of limbs. However, the sys-
tem with learning found higher performance patterns in both
cases. In both cases, the required behavior was to move straight
ahead in an efficient manner. The simulated robots used are
shown in Figure 10. The parameters for the exploration and
learning systems were identical in each of the three applications,
demonstrating the generality of the method.
4.5.1. Swimming robot
The swimming robot used for locomotion studies is shown in
Figure 10. The three fins are used for locomotion in a simulated
underwater environment. The swimmer was constructed using a
3D rigid body simulator, but it was constrained to move only on
the x–y plane, so that it effectively undergoes 2D dynamics. Each
fin of the 2D swimmer was modeled as a non-linear damped tor-
sional spring, which is subject to simulated hydrodynamics (Shim
and Kim, 2006). Each arm is driven by a pair of antagonistic tor-
sional muscles which is the angular version of the mass-spring
system described earlier, so the system has a total of six CPG-
muscle units. Proprioceptive information is similar to that for
the linear muscles of the previous model, except using angular
velocity and displacement, and the muscle force information from
the group Ib afferent was replaced by the bending angle of the
(passive) fin which represents the hydrodynamic force exerted on
the fin surface. This latter quantity is fed, with opposite signs,
to the sensor adaptation modules of the corresponding pair of
CPGs. This reflects the interactions between arm movements and
the hydrodynamic environment. Because the fins are passive, their
interactions with hydrodynamic forces as they are driven indirectly
by the limbs, results in subtle, complex dynamics which, coupled
with the fact that there are an odd number of limbs, makes the
task more challenging than it might at first appear.
To produce the desired locomotion behavior, the evaluation
measure for the robot was based on its forward speed. Since the
system has no prior knowledge of the body morphology of the
robot, it does not have direct access to the direction of movement
or information on body orientation. In order to facilitate steady
movement in one direction without gyrating in a small radius,
the center of mass velocity of the robot was continuously aver-
aged over a small time window, and its magnitude was used as the
performance of the system. The performance signal E at any time
instance was calculated by applying a leaky integrator equation to
the velocity vector, v, as follows:
E(t ) = ||v¯||, (24)
τE
d v¯
dt
= −v¯+ v. (25)
The time scale of integration was set as τE= 5T where T is
the period of an oscillator, the neural system parameters were the
same as for the simple biomechanical model, other robot model
parameters are given in the Supplementary Material; for further
details of this robot model, see Shim and Husbands (2012).
A B C
D E F
FIGURE 9 | Performances of visited regions through
exploration. (A–C): Basic system. (D–F): System with adaptation.
All plot points are color coded by their performance from blue to red
(0.0≤E≤1.0, increase step of 0.2). (A,D) The same plots as
Figure 7 except the points are colored by their performance levels.
(B,E) Plots depicting only the points of maximum performances
within each visit. (C,F) Magnification of the 3rd quadrant (lower left)
of (B,E), which contains the highest performing patterns. The center
of the white circle is the highest performance (E=1.0) defined in
the phase space.
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FIGURE 10 | Robot simulation models. The three finned 2D swimmer has
thin rigid fins at the end of each arm which are attached by a passive torsional
spring. The quadruped has four legs attached to a spherically shaped torso,
and the limbs are joined by upper and lower joints for horizontal and vertical
leg movements. A torsional muscle is attached at a virtual frame on the
parental limb in order to facilitate the movement of the joint angle within a
specified range, up to where the stretched angle of two antagonistic torsional
muscles at the neutral position of the joint becomes double the rest angle.
The swimmer uses fin angles, Sfin for CPG sensor input (SCPG), whereas the
quadruped uses muscle force sensors SIb.
A1 A2 A3
B1 B2 B3
FIGURE 11 | Chaotic exploration of 3-fin swimmer [(A1–A3): Basic
system. (B1–B3): System with reflex learning). (A1,B1) are the phase
difference plots of three limb movements which are chosen as the
representative behaviors of the system driven by six CPGs. Whenever the
system stabilizes to a pattern, the phase difference between limb 1–2 and 1–3
were plotted using colors representing their performance [from blue to red:
0.2≤E≤0.6, black if E<0.2 (very poor performance), red if high performing
(E> 0.6)]. (A2,A3) and (B2,B3) are histograms representing the visit count
and duration for each performance bin. The visit count histogram is produced
for the maximum performance reached at each visit span.
Figures 11–15 give insight into the behaviors developed and
the performance of the method in this application. Figures 13 and
14 illustrate high and medium performing behaviors respectively.
E> 0.6 indicates a high performing locomotion behavior, E< 0.2
is a very poor one and in between values medium performance.
Analysis of statistics for the exploration of robot locomotor
patterns is shown in Figure 11. Since the robotic system has six
CPG modules whose phase patterns cannot be visualized on the
2D phase space, the phase differences between movements of
the three arms were used to represent the behavior of system.
It is clearly shown that the robot with reflex learning visited a
wider variety of patterns and found higher performing patterns
than the basic system. Interestingly, the histograms for the per-
formances of visited patterns shows that the performances of the
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most frequently visited patterns are around 0.5 in the basic sys-
tem, whereas the system with learning most frequently visited
patterns whose performances are around 0.3. It can be inferred
that in this case a sizeable proportion of the newly visited pat-
terns created by reflex learning have a lower performances, but
even so a significant portion of them have higher performances
than exist in the basic system. This also can be seen in the time
course of the performances of visited patterns (Figure 12). The
far denser band of red dots (high performing patterns) on the
bottom left time course clearly demonstrates the efficacy of the
method with reflex learning. This point is also reinforced in the
phase differences plot at the right of the figure where we can see far
more, and far more widely spread, high performing points result-
ing from the method with adaptation (reflex learning) turned on.
It can be seen from these two figures that the system with learn-
ing discovered not only more higher performing patterns, but also
far more lower performing ones than the basic system. We can
understand this by considering that in contrast to the smoothly
distributed performances of the simple mass-spring model, the
performance space of the robotic system is highly rugged. This
is because a small deviation of phase relationships from some
high performing locomotion pattern can suddenly destroy ongo-
ing behavior, especially in the case of underwater or aerodynamic
locomotion where the robot must deal with stalling effect (as
in the example here). As the reflex learning process deforms the
state space, creating new attractors, because of the ruggedness of
the landscape, many of these will be of lower fitness – however,
they still open up new pathways to higher performing patterns
as can be seen here in the case of the swimming robot. This
tells us that the method performs well in complex, rugged fitness
landscapes.
Figures 13 and 14 show, respectively, typical high and medium
performing behaviors. It can be seen that the method readily devel-
ops regular motor patterns that allow smooth movement through
FIGURE 12 | [Left]Time course of max performance at each visit in finned
swimmer exploration. Plots are color coded as in Figure 11. [Right]
Superposed image of phase difference plots from Figures 11A1,B1. Visited
points of the basic system (blue) is shown over the system with adaptation
(red), and the points whose performances are higher than 0.6 are shown as
cyan circles (basic) and yellow crosses (adaptation). It can be seen that a large
part of the high performing behaviors produced by reflex learning are located
near the edge of areas of basic behaviors, indicating that a small difference in
limb phase relationships made by adaptation can result in large performance
differences, indicating a rugged fitness landscape.
FIGURE 13 | Snapshots of a high performing three fin swimmer
locomotion showing fin tip trajectories (E= 0.81). The snapshots are laid
out left to right showing a sequence where the robot is swimming upwards in
a trajectory which is very close to a straight line. Color coded fin tip traces
(one color for each fin) are shown trailing the robot, indicating the regular, but
fairly complex motion, of the fins.
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FIGURE 14 | Snapshots, a less well performing circular locomotion
(E=0.5), performed by a swimming robot. The figure shows a sequence
of color coded fin tip movements (as in Figure 13) indicating the circular
path taken by the robot (which does not score as well as straight line
motion). Again it can be seen that the fins make regular, repeated, fairly
complex movements.
the simulated fluid. Figure 15 illustrates the oscillatory motions
underlying these behaviors. The CPG output plots at the right of
the figure show both how stable dynamics have been developed,
and how small changes in the relationships between the oscillators
result in subtle changes to the arm and fin motions (as indicated
in the time course plots to the left of the figure) which in turn
result in significant changes in overall behavior. Such changes are
effectively explored and exploited by the method.
4.6. WALKING ROBOT
In order to further demonstrate the generality of the method, it
was also applied to a legged robot as shown in Figure 10. A sim-
ulated quadruped robot with two actuators per leg (requiring 4
CPG oscillators per leg) was used and the required behavior was
forward locomotion across a flat plane. The same framework was
used as in the previous two examples, with the number of actuators
now 8, each driven by a pair of antagonistic “muscles,” resulting
in 16 CPG oscillators. Parameter values were the same as in the
swimming robot example and the same performance formulation
of the performance measure, E, was used [equation (24)].
A typical good behavior developed by the method (with reflex
learning) is shown in Figure 16. The simple quadruped, with a
spherical body, is illustrated at the top of the figure in a series
of snapshots as it walks in a straight line left to right. Details of
the physical parameters used for the simulated robot are given
in the Supplementary Material. The time course plots of joint
angles and muscle forces, and the oscillator output plots, show
that the method has again readily developed stable motor pat-
terns that allow the coordination of the legs to generate efficient
walking. Many of the discovered legged motions included some
foot slippage, which is energy-inefficient if too great. However, an
interesting and unexpected discovery was that the method found
particular combinations of different foot slips and asymmetric
limb movements resulting in close to straight locomotion of the
whole body (as an alternative to bilaterally symmetric gaits).
It is outside the scope of this paper to analyze this walking exam-
ple in greater depth; it is given as a simple illustrative case study to
make clear the generality of the method. The same general frame-
work, and set of parameters, has been successfully applied to three
quite different examples.
5. DISCUSSION
The results in the previous section demonstrate the power of the
integrated use of the two adaptive processes (chaotic exploration,
reflex learning) to iteratively deform the state space toward the
most amenable dynamics for finding stable high performance
behavior. The iterative approach was shown to be more power-
ful than a basic non-iterative approach with new paths to higher
fitness attractors being opened up by the more sophisticated
method.
Creation does not emerge from a zero-base but is stacked
on previous habits and experiences, and the loose channel of
information flow for this creative process is structured by body-
environmental constraints. Our system implements continuous
and fully dynamic exploration-learning-self-tuning sequences
where the previous learning experience creates new routes to
undiscovered regions in the search space which could not be
reached in past explorations. Chaos sensitizes the system to leave
currently habituated (motor) patterns and enables exploration
of new patterns within the landscape of patterns which are
self-organized by the given physical embodiment. The shape of
the landscape is defined by the stability of self-organized patterns
and the system orbit is entrained in one of the basins of attraction
by chaotic exploration with adaptive bifurcation.
While the chaotic nature of the oscillator dynamics (depend-
ing on the z parameter) is well established in the literature (Asai
et al., 2003a) and the chaotic regime of the simple biomechani-
cal system is demonstrated by the classic scattered points of the
Poincaré map of the phase evolution of the system (Figure 3),
quantifying the chaotic nature of the overall dynamics of the simu-
lated robotic systems is more involved. This requires fairly complex
sets of calculations based around Lyapunov analysis (Wolf et al.,
1985; Rosenstein et al., 1993). The amount of space required to
explain and present the calculations puts such an analysis outside
the scope of this paper. However, an analysis, for simulated robots
very similar to the ones used in this paper, is given in Shim (2013)
demonstrating the chaotic nature of their dynamics during the
exploration phase.
The overall process has a number of interesting parallels with
evolutionary dynamics. The whole system (literally) embodies a
population of (motor behavior) attractors, which are sampled
by chaotic exploration. The propriocetor learning process warps
(mutates) the state space such that a new landscape of attractors
is created, but one that inherits the major properties of the
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A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
FIGURE 15 |Two locomotor behaviors of the three finned swimmer.
(A1–A3) shows an example of high performing locomotion (E ≈ 0.8, the
behavior shown in Figure 13); (A1): Joint angles, (A2): Passive fin angles, and
(A3): The output of CPG oscillators 2–6 vs. oscillator 1. (B1–B3) describe one
of the less well performing behaviors [E ≈0.5, the behavior shown in
Figure 14 which is a similar motion to that in Figure 13 but moving on a circle
(lower performance than straight motion)]. Even if the interlimb coordination
in (B1) is similar to (A1), the slight deviations in the phase relationship and
amplitude from (A1) results in significant differences in fin bending due to the
non-linear interaction of body and fluid forces [see differences between
(A2) and (B2)]. More visible differences can be seen between the oscillator
output trajectories (A3,B3).
previous (ancestor) landscape (replication with variation). The
process repeats with the new population being sampled by chaotic
exploration. The overall search dynamics are vividly illustrated
in Figure 8. The evaluation mechanism effectively selects a suffi-
ciently fit attractor which then directly influences the creation of
the new landscape through application of the proprioceptor adap-
tation mechanism. The dynamics of Ed, the desired performance
level, controlled by τ d [equation (10)], is analogous to selection
pressure. The current form of the system is like an ultra elitist evo-
lutionary algorithm: only a single fit member of the population
directly influences the next generation, other members only hav-
ing an indirect effect through influencing the way the population is
sampled by chaotic search. An interesting extension, and the focus
of further work, will be to incorporate (fitness dependent) influ-
ence from a larger sample of the population in creating the new
attractor landscape. This will then create solidly Darwinian neu-
rodynamics in a neural architecture that is both practical and fully
biologically plausible. This work thus points toward possible fully
integrated and intrinsic mechanisms, based entirely on neuro-
body-environment interaction dynamics, that might be involved
in creating Darwinian processes that could continually run within
the nervous systems of future robots (Fernando et al., 2012) with-
out the need for off-line processing or sleight-of-hand magic black
boxes.
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A C
B
FIGURE 16 | An example of quadruped locomotion. Colored traces in
the snapshot images represent the foot contact trajectories of each leg.
(A,B) are time plots of the 8 joint angles and 16 muscle force sensors,
(C) depicts the output of oscillators 2–16 vs. oscillator 1. The parameters of
the physical model are given in the Supplementary Material. Muscle force
is calculated in the same way same as the previous examples, except the
signal is low-pass filtered (by a leaky-integrator equation) with time
constant τ =0.25 in order to prevent strong jerky signals from muscle
sensors at the time of stance-to-swing transition (because of simulated
Coulomb friction).
Since the population of attractors is effectively implicit – the
intrinsic dynamics of the system drive it to sample the space of
attractors – our embodied system can be thought of as a kind
of generative search process. The overall brain-body-environment
system (literally) embodies a population of motor pattern attrac-
tors through its dynamics; it cannot help but sample them during
the exploration phases. This is loosely analogous to the gener-
ative statistical models used by estimation of distribution algo-
rithms (EDAs) (Pelikan et al., 2000, Larraaga and Lozano, 2002),
which are well established as part of the evolutionary comput-
ing canon. Instead of using an explicit population of solutions
and the traditional machinery of evolutionary algorithms, EDAs
employ a (often Bayesian) probabilistic model of the distribu-
tion of solutions which can be sampled by generating possible
solutions from it. Search proceeds through a series of incre-
mental updates of the probabilistic model guided by feedback
from sampled fitness. In an analogous way, our generative sys-
tem (the overall system dynamics) is incrementally updated in
relation to evaluation based feedback. The overall system dynam-
ics is the generative model, the exploration phase is the sam-
pling step, with Ed controlling a selection pressure, and the
reflex learning process provides a kind of mutation which facil-
itates the replication (with variation) of the whole phase space,
now containing a slightly different population of attractors but
with a bias toward preserving more stable and fitter areas of
phase space.
The results illustrated in Figures 8–16 demonstrate a powerful
and general mechanism that can be applied without prior knowl-
edge of the embodied morphology or environment. Future work
will apply the method to a range of simulated and real robots and
demonstrate its ability to re-adapt in the face of change and cope
with noise, as well as further exploring its role in explaining aspects
of biological adaptation.
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